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Abstract:

It is shown that the Landau-Zener transition mechanism due

to the formation of molecular orbitals of the active neutron

exists in the inelastic scattering 13C(12C,12C)13CM3.086HeV,

1/2*). The evidence stems from characteristic changes of the

angular distributions observed as function of the incident

energy.
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The formation of nucleon molecular-orbitals in nucleus-

nucleus collisions is an interesting problem which has a thirty

years old history.1 Evidence supporting the formation has been

accumulated so far through the studies of nucleon transfer

reactions and/or inelastic scattering for single nucleon

excitations.

A particularly interesting problem among the molecular

orbital phenomena is the Landau-Iener transition mechanism

between the adiabatic potentials, induced by rotational and

radial couplings. By using the dynamical two-center shell model.

Park, Scheid and Greiner7 have discussed these transition

mechanisms for the nucleon molecular orbitals. One of the

pseudo-crossings was considered, by Abe and Park , to be related

to the anomalous behaviour observed in the excitation functions

of 17O(12C,12C)17OM0.87MeV,l/2+).

He have applied the rotating molecular orbital model5'9'10

based on the CRC method and/or the linear combination of nuclear

orbital (LCNO) model to the reactions 13C(12C,12C)13C(gr.l/2~;

3.086HeV,l/2+;3.854MeV,5/2+). The extensive studies showed the

validity of the concept of the nucleon molecular orbitals. For

the formation of covalent molecular orbitals of the active

neutron we have found particularly favorable conditions, that is,

the hybridization of the p and sd orbitals in C, however, which

exists, only in the positive parity (11 - +) states of the total

system.5'9 This causes the inelastic transition, to the l/2+

state in 13C at 3.096 HeV to be dominated by the interactions in

the n » + states resulting in angular distributions which are
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symmetric with reapect to 6CH - 90* at energies in the region of

the Coulomb barrier. With the increase of the energy, however,

the symmetry breaks down, that is, as has been already emphasized

in our previous work, a fast transition in the shape of the

angular distribution occurs within the small energy interval' E C H

« 7.8 HeV to 8.84 HeV.

In this report we discuss the transition mechanism of the

above scattering from the view point of molecular orbitals11; we

want to show that there is a definite evidence, in the states of

JI - -, for the existence of the radial-coupling causing

Landau-Zener transitions from the ground channel to the

13C*(l/2+) channel.

The rotating molecular-orbital (RMO) basis functions are

defined so as to include the Coriolis-interaction term for the

rotation of the total system. Thus the adiabatic potentials for

the RMO's are defined, for every set of n and the total angular

momentum J, as.

(1)

where Ujn(r) is the matrix consisting of all the interactions

(including Coriolis interaction) contained in the radial CRC

equation with the CRC basis functions <^ constructed from the

eigenstates of the respective colliding nuclei. The symbol M is

the Z-component of the -angular momentum J and a stands for a set

of quantum numbers needed to specify the CRC quantum states. He

employed the CRC basis functions for the channels 12C+13C
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(gr.l/2~,3.086M«V,l/2+>3.854M«V,5/2+), where the states 1 3C(l/2~,

l/2+,5/2+) are assumed to be the single particle states with the

configuration lpl/2, 2sl/2 and ld5/2 and with the c£p-values

0.78, 0.70 and 0.92, respectively. By using the transformation

matrix elements A ^ ( r ) in eq. (1), the RMO basis functions 4>fMn

are expressed as,

^JMH — P ^JMJI. JJI * i ...
p * a ap

He specify the RMO states by numbering them in such a way, that

the state *p»l" corresponds to the lowest adiabatic potential,

the state "p«2" to the second lower adiabatic potential and so

on. Thus, the state "p»l" agrees asymptotically with the channel

•lpl/2", the state "p*2" with the channel "2sl/2« and tha states

"p*3" with the subchannels of the "lcl5/2" channel. The (radial)

coupling interaction between the RMO states q and p is given by

(we omit the superscripts J and n for the following quantities),

qp

with

, (3b)
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In fig.l the RMO calculations are summarized for the j" -

7/2~ state which corresponds to the grazing partial wave at the

energies concerned here. As found in the figure, the coupling

interactions tf\j^(r) between p-1 and "qfc3* are smooth functions

of r with rather snail strength but rather long tails (The

effects of the coupling interactions a""qp (?) are much smaller

than tfV'p'(r> except for the case "q-p"). Contrary to these

interactions, the coupling interaction between p«l and "q»2",

which generates the transition - from the ground channel to the

C(l/2+) channel, has a short tail but a strong and sharp peak

with a width of -vl.5 fm at the distance rQ (« 6.0 fm for j" -

7/2~). At the same time a pseudo crossing occurs between the

corresponding potentials "Y_(r) ( p - 1 and 2), which are defined

by substracting the diagonal potential for the original channel

"i-1" from the adiabatic potential % < r ) , i.e., ~VL(r) -

•yrj-Cu^lr)]^ .

He performed the exact (CRC) calculations using the above

mentioned interactions with the core-core potential listed in

table 1. In fig.2a we show the calculated integrated cross

sections <jn and the ratio R - o
n""/<on"+ + a"*"), where o

n

is defined as the sum of the partial cross sections o
j n for the

inelastic scattering 13C(12C,12C)13C*(l/2+) over the angular

momentum Jj a11 « Z ojn. The cross section o11"1" rises • sharply

at the barrier, but o rises less fast at first and then

faster than on"+. The ratio R illustrates this fact clearly;

it reflects the sudden onset of the radial coupling interaction

iTY^ir) in the n - - for energies just above the barrier. This
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means that tha incident wave can not roach the region where

Ail^lr) becomes effective until the energy ia sufficient to

surpass tha potential barrier of the 2sl/2 channel. However,

once the incident wave gets in, the Landau-Zener transition

occura through this coupling interaction.

At low energies ($ 8 MeV), therefore, the whole cross '

section is determined by the It » + scattering amplitudes, which

are generated by a smooth radial coupling interaction at large

distances. .However, with increasing energy both the n - + and -

scattering amplitudes contribute to the whole cross section and

interfere with each other in the differential cross sections.

This interference causes, as shown in fig.3, the adrupt change of

the angular distributions observed in the data. The exact (CRC)

calculation (see fig.3I reproduce the data very well not only for

the shape of the angular distributions but also for the absolute

magnitudes of the cross sections at all energies, while the

one-step calculation (DWBA) with the original CRC basis functions

fails- in reproducing the data.

In addition, we mad* the following tests in order to confirm

that the radial coupling interaction tfY^lr) is responsible for

the above transition in the states of II • -:

(i) The calculations with a cut-off on the coupling interactions

A%p-1 f o r q* 2 b*l'ond t h* distance > 8 fm (the double

dot-dashed curve in fig.2b).

(ii) The calculations (the dash-dotted curve in fig.2b) with as

additional absorptive potential which is increased for

distances r < 7 fm compared to the original potential
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(The imaginary potential -3.0i/(l+exp((r-7.0)/0.1)) was

added to the original core-core potential).

Fib.2b shows clearly that the "plane" part of the cross

section o (ECM) at energies E ^ < 8 MeV disappears for the

cut-off calculation Mentioned in <i>. This Means that this part

comes from the coupling interactions A"V^(r) at r £ 8 fm, i.e.,

outside the potential barrier. On the other hand, for energies

ECM > 8 N e V th* c u t ~ ° * * calculation is .almost equal to the

no-cut-off calculation. This means in turn that o (ECM) for

E C M £ 8 MeV is dominated by coupling interactions which are

effective at distances r < 8 fra, as suggested by the radial-

coupling interaction A"Y^J'(r) (seefig.l). Equivalently, the

calculation (ii) shows the effects of the radial-coupling

interaction A*Y21(r) on ojn (ECM) for Z(x > 8 MeV} the coupling

effects are extremely decreased by the absorption induced by the

additional imaginary potential at r < 7,0 fi.

Thus, the rapid increase of the scattering amplitudes of n -

- at the energy % 8 MeV is clearly due to the radial coupling

interaction tfY^r), which is located just behind the potential

barrier.

In the states of II « - these transitions occur strongly at

the J-values, 3/2, 7/2, 11/2, ••• (see the discussion in ref.5).

With the increase of J, the critical distance rQ of the radial

coupling interaction A ^ l ' < r ) s h l f t s towards the outside of the

potential barrier <rQ - 5.5, 6.0, 6.5, 7.0 fm ••• for J - 3/2,

7/2, 11/2, 15/2, •«•). At the same time the width of the peak

broadens and becomes smaller. This effect is due to the Coriolis
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interaction which ia included in the diagonalization, eq. (1).

At higher energies, therefore, the Landau-Zener transition

mechanism discussed her* becomes less important. The dominance

of the interaction in the n « + states is regained.

The energetically lowest molecular orbitals with "p«l and

also p»2" and II - - have an anti-covalent like molecular

configuration (see fig.l for the state of p-1). The density

distribution tends to concentrate on the opposite sides of the

two core nuclei. As a result the interaction A"£.(r| is very

weak except for distances in the region of the pseudo crossing

point r_. The state *p-l" with II - +, in contrary, exhibits a

covalent molecular configuration. ' The radial coupling

interactions between this state and other states are not small

even at large distances.

In the above calculation we used a parity-dependent core-

core optical potential in order to get an optimal agreement with

the data. By this potential we get good fits to the data not

only for the differential cross sections of the elastic and

inelastic scatterings, but also for the absorption cross sections

(see fig.3b) which are strongly enhanced below the Coulomb

barrier.13 However, it should be noted that in spite of the

strong effects of the potential on the cross sections our RMO

model, i.e., the diagonalization, eq. (1) is completely

independent of the choice of the potential as far as it has the

same form for all channels. The introduction of a II-dependent

optical potential is necessary due to the incomplete truncation

of our CRC space.
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In conclusion we have pointed out that a specific transition

nechanisn exists for the negative parity states in the inelastic

scattering of 13C(12C,12C)13C» <3.086MeV,l/2+). That is, the

scattering amplitudes of II • - states are dominated by a

Landau-Zaner type transition of the active neutron in C which

takes place at' distances just behind the potential barrier. At

energies below the barrier the transition is almost inhibited for

n » - states. Therefore, n « + amplitudes alone contribute to

the cross section. However, once the energy surpasses the

barrier, the n - - amplitudes grow rapidly and they interfere

with the n « + amplitudes, resulting in a dramatic change of the

angular distribution. At higher energies such a Landau-Zener

transition does not cause, as opposed to the suggestion of refs.

8 and 12, a localized peak in the cross section as function of

energy, because it occurs generally at several J -values for a

particular energy.

The finding of the above transition mechanism supports the

validity of the concept of nucleon molecular orbitals in nucleus-

nucleus collisions at low bombarding energies.

Helpful discussions are acknowledged with Prof. A. Ariaa.

The calculation was made by using the FACOM-M380 computer at the

INS.
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Table 1. Parameters for the n-dependent optical potential*

Minus 1.38 0.20 -7.0-1.OEQ, 1.35 0.30 -1.5 1.35

plus 1.43 0.S0 -1.0-1.5EQ, 1.35 0.35 -3.0 1.35

• v"(r) - v0/(l+exp((r-R)/a)+iw0/(l+exp((r-R1)/aI>+Vcoul(rc»

with R - 2r0A
1/3 and Rj « 2rtA

1/3
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Figure captions

Fig. 1. The rotating-molecular-orbital model calculation for Jn

« 7/2~. The adiabatic potentials (see text) are shown

in the upper part of the figure. A pseudo-crossinc, is

observed between the RHO states of p • 1 and 2. In the

middle part w« show the radial coupling interactions

i'Y'p'(r) between p « 1 and q £ 2. The respective

components of the transformation coefficient!. A (r)

for the molecular ground state (p - 1) are shown in the

lower part of the figure. The inset shows the density

profile of this state.

Fig. 2. Energy dependence of the partial cross sections, (a) a

(« J ojn) for n - + and -, and (b) oJIt for j" - 7/2"

for the inelastic scattering 13C(12C,12C)13C*(3.086MeV,

1/2*). The solid and dashed lines show the CRC and

one-step calculations, respectively. The double

dot-dashed lines are the calculation with the cut-off

radial-form-factor and the dot-dashed lines the

calculation with the addition of the strong absorption

at r < 7 fm to the normal one (see the text).

Fig. 3. a) Angular distributions of 13C(12C,12C)13C*(3.0«6MeV,

l/2+) at Egg - 7.8, 8.84 and 9.88 MeV. The circles

show the data (ref.10), the dashed lines the one-step

OHBA calculation and the solid lines the CSC

calculation.
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b) Absorption cross sections of the scattering of C

on 13C. The circles show the data 'ref.13), and the

solid and dashed lines the calculations with and

without the n-dependence of the core-core potential,

respectively.
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RMO calculations J " =7/2"

Landau-Zener transition

r(fm)



13C (12C,I2C)13C*(3.086MeV,l/2+)

with strong abs.(< 7fm)

6 7 8 9 1 0 M e V 6 7 8 10 EcM(MeV)

(a) (b)

Fig. 2



i13C(12CI2C)13C*(3.O86MeV,l/2+:
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